MLD2, MLD3
A05, A10, A15 Recessed Grid Details

9/16" GRID

MLS2: 2-7/8" GRID ON CENTER
MLS3: 4" GRID ON CENTER
FLAT LENS OPTIONAL

15/16" GRID

MLS2: 2-7/8" GRID ON CENTER
MLS3: 4" GRID ON CENTER
FLAT LENS OPTIONAL

T9/16" GRID

MLS2: 2-1/2" GRID ON CENTER
MLS3: 3-5/8" GRID ON CENTER
FLAT LENS OPTIONAL

T15/16" GRID

MLS2: 2-7/8" GRID ON CENTER
MLS3: 4" GRID ON CENTER
FLAT LENS OPTIONAL

SCREW SLOT GRID

MLS2: 2-1/2" GRID ON CENTER
MLS3: 3-5/8" GRID ON CENTER
FLAT LENS OPTIONAL

T9/16" GRID TEGULAR TILE

T15/16" GRID TEGULAR TILE

SCREW SLOT GRID TEGULAR TILE